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DRIVING WHILE BLACK: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our report shows that “driving while black” constitutes a unique series of risks, vulnerabilities, and dangers at the
hands of the Metro Nashville Police Department (MNPD) that white drivers do not experience in the same way.
Upon reviewing MNPD’s traffic stop database, our report finds that:
•

Between 2011-2015, MNPD conducted 7.7 times more traffic stops annually than the U.S.
national average

•

Between 2011-2015, MNPD made more stops of black people than there were black people
16 years old and over living in Davidson County

•

Between 2011-2015, MNPD consistently and unnecessarily stopped and searched black
drivers in predominantly black, Hispanic, and low-income communities at rates substantially
higher than they did white drivers in predominantly middle to upper income communities

•

MNPD consent searches are invasive and fail to yield incriminating evidence 88.4% of the time.

•

Evidence of unlawful activity is found during searches of white drivers more often than in
searches of black and Hispanic drivers

•

Nearly 80% of all MNPD traffic stops in 2015 result in a warning, and, in traffic stops including
a search of the vehicle or driver, between one-third and half result in a warning, which means
hundreds of thousands of drivers are being stopped and searched unnecessarily every year

•

Since 2012, Operation Safer Streets (OSS) has resulted in more than 58,000 vehicle stops and
11,000 arrests, the vast majority of which were concentrated in communities of color. More than
90% of OSS arrests were for misdemeanors, often for possession of small amounts of marijuana or
driving without a license, and more than 80% of stops yielded no evidence that warranted arrest.

Our interviews with black drivers in Nashville show that:
•

Metro police officers regularly intimidate, harass, and unfairly exert their authority over
black drivers

•

Aggressive tactics by officers result in traumatizing experiences of fear for one’s safety and
the safety of one’s family and friends

•

Black drivers experience anger at being treated unjustly and disrespectfully, frustration derived
from being profiled because of one’s race and its assumed correspondence to criminality, and
the feeling that police do not “serve and protect” black people like they do white people

Through these findings, our report shows that MNPD’s traffic stop practices impose a severe disparate or
discriminatory impact on the predominantly black and low-income communities that MNPD’s traffic stop and
search regime disproportionately targets. MNPD’s internal reports justify these disparities based on an alleged
correlation between where stops are made and the number of crime reports in the area. However, our findings
show that traffic enforcement targets and impacts entire communities, not just people who commit crimes,
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and that regardless of the area, black people are searched at much higher rates than white people. For these
reasons, racial disparities in policing are unlikely to be caused by individual officers’ behaviors alone, but by
institutional norms and policies that justify targeting predominantly black and low-income communities.
The MNPD traffic stop lesson plan used as part of officer training shows that the department is primarily focused
on using traffic stops as a way to gain entry into vehicles and search them (See Section II). In practice, this means
making pretextual traffic stops for technicalities, such as rolling through a stop sign or having a broken taillight,
in order to get an opportunity to make contact with the occupants, use manipulative forms of engagement to
gain consent to search, and search drivers and their vehicles. While the lesson plan does not explicitly prioritize
stops and searches of black drivers, MNPD disproportionately deploys its patrol officers to predominantly black
and low-income communities, and as our report shows, black drivers are more likely than white drivers to be
stopped, stopped multiple times in a year, and searched during a traffic stop, even though searches of black
drivers are less successful in yielding criminal evidence than are searches of white drivers.
MNPD’s overwhelmingly unsuccessful and disparately impactful over-policing of predominantly black and
low-income communities raises serious concerns about the effectiveness, legitimacy, and constitutionality
of MNPD’s traffic stop and search regime. Furthermore, the fact that Nashville’s unnecessarily high rate of
total traffic stops does not reduce traffic accidents and injuries (Finding 1) and does not appear to make
any significant impact on crime rates compared to other cities making fewer stops (Demand 1) calls MNPD’s
policing strategies into question both legally and ethically.
The core findings of our report analyze traffic stops of black, white, and Hispanic drivers and are briefly
summarized below.

Finding #1: Between 2011-2015, MNPD stopped an average of 786 per 1,000 drivers annually,
7.7 times the national average of 102 per 1,000 drivers
Between 2011 and 2015, MNPD conducted nearly 2 million traffic stops at an average of 393,941 per year, or 786
per every 1,000 drivers. MNPD makes enough traffic stops to potentially include three fourths of the driving age
population of Nashville, a number 3.4 to 6.8 times greater than comparable cities, and 7.7 times the national average.
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Finding #2: Between 2011-2015, MNPD stopped an average of 1,122 per 1,000 black drivers—
more black drivers than were living in Davidson County
Despite comprising 27.6% of Nashville’s driving age population, black drivers make up 39.3% of all traffic
stops—11.7% more than the black driving age population. Meanwhile, white drivers, despite comprising
63.8% of the driving age population, account for only 55.5% of all traffic stops—8.3% less than Nashville’s
white driving age population. In terms of raw numbers, MNPD stopped an average of 154,883 black drivers
per year between 2011-2015, while the average black driving age population was only 138,588. In other words,
between 2011-2015, MNPD made enough stops to have stopped 112% of the black population. In sum, black
drivers in Davidson County (both resident and non-resident) are 1.6 times more likely than white drivers to
be stopped by police. When stops of only Davidson County residents are analyzed, the black-white disparity
in traffic stops rises from 20% to 32.2%, which means black Davidson County residents are more than twice
as likely as white Davidson County residents to be stopped by the police.

Finding #3: Black drivers are up to 5 times more likely than white drivers to be stopped multiple
times in a year, showing a disproportionate burden of policing on black communities
Not only are black drivers more likely than white drivers to be stopped, they are also more likely to be
stopped multiple times in a year. In 2015-2016, the rate for black drivers who were stopped 2-5 times in a year
was 113% higher than the rate for white drivers. Black drivers are 374% more likely than white drivers to be
stopped 6-10 times in a year, and 364% more likely than white drivers to be stopped more than 10 times in a
year. Some of the black drivers we interviewed reported being stopped at least once a month, and multiple
interviewees reported being stopped up to three times in one day in their North Nashville neighborhood.

Finding #4: MNPD conducts the majority of its traffic stops in predominantly low-income, black,
and Hispanic neighborhoods, which contributes to overall racial disparities in traffic stops
The majority of MNPD traffic stops center around high poverty and predominantly black and Hispanic
neighborhoods. As a result, drivers in such neighborhoods have a greater chance of being stopped than

“[I]n the white neighborhoods like
Green Hills, any of the neighborhoods
that are predominately white, they
don’t patrol those neighborhoods.
Because they know that if they
patrol stuff like South Nashville, East
Nashville…West Nashville…they finding
easy victims for them to pull over.”
-Louie, 34

“Just because I can’t afford to
live in a better neighborhood,
you cannot treat me any kinda
way. You know? Some people
cannot afford to live in better
neighborhoods. You have no
other choice but to live here,
which is pretty much a [police]
harassment neighborhood.”
-Terrance Key, 47
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drivers in more affluent and white neighborhoods. While individual officers’ implicit bias may certainly be
a factor in racial profiling, the issue of racial profiling in traffic stops goes beyond individual officers’ racial
animus alone. MNPD’s institutional decision to distribute more officers in high poverty and predominantly
black and Hispanic neighborhoods itself leads to significant discriminatory impact and contributes to racially
disproportionate rates of traffic stops.

Finding #5: Given the disproportionate rates of traffic stops of black drivers across all reasons
given for initiating a stop, it seems that, for MNPD, “driving while black” constitutes a de facto
reason for initiating a stop
Across all categories of stops, black drivers are stopped at rates disproportionately higher than other drivers.
“Vehicle equipment violations” are stops where a car is not operating according to the legal requirements,
for instance, a broken taillight. Black drivers are stopped for vehicle equipment violations 14.2% more than
the black driving population of Nashville. “Safety and equipment” stops are made in response to damage to
the vehicle, including broken windshields or missing bumpers. Black drivers make up 43.4% of all safety and
equipment stops, 15.8% greater than their driving age population. “Investigative” stops are stops where the
officer claims to have had at least “reasonable suspicion” to believe that the occupants of a car are engaging
in criminal activity. Stops of black drivers make up 45.8% of investigatory stops, 18.2% more than the black
driving age population, while white drivers are stopped for this reason 17.5% less than their population
percentage. Traffic stops related to “parking” have the greatest disparity, with black drivers being 23.3%
overrepresented, which seems to imply that, in the eyes of MNPD officers, black drivers sitting in parked cars
constitute a uniquely suspicious or potentially criminal scenario. Clearly, these disparities demonstrate that
“driving while black” is a significant risk factor for being stopped by police in Nashville.

Finding #6: MNPD officers conduct probable cause and consent searches of black and Hispanic
drivers at more than twice the rate of white drivers
MNPD’s data shows that racial
disparities in MNPD’s probable
cause searches have grown under
Chief
Anderson’s
leadership.
Every year, the total number of
probable cause searches of black
drivers exceeds the number of
probable cause searches of white
drivers, even though there are
far more white drivers than black
and Hispanic drivers. In 2011, the
proportion of black drivers that
were subjected to probable cause
searches was 2.1 times as large as
the proportion of white drivers,
but by 2015, black drivers were
searched at 3.4 times the rate
of white drivers. In 2015, black
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“Honestly, it felt degrading. I’m a law-abiding
citizen. There was no reason for them to
pull me over. You could tell that it was some
malicious intent behind it, like I was being
targeted because of the color of my skin.
When I was pulled over on the side being
searched, citizens in the community looked
at me like I did something wrong. I effect
change [in the community]. Why am I being
harassed?”
- Bernard Holmes, 28
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drivers were 237% more likely than white drivers to be searched based on an alleged claim of probable
cause. Meanwhile, Hispanic drivers are subjected to probable cause searches at approximately one and a
half times the rate of white drivers. Like probable cause searches, most consent searches are conducted
on black drivers, even though whites constitute the majority of both total drivers and of drivers who are
stopped by the police. Moreover, while MNPD claims that any racial disparities in its traffic stop regime are the
“colorblind” byproduct of MNPD’s focus on tougher policing of “high crime” areas, a geographical analysis of
search disparities by MNPD patrol zone shows that racial disparities in probable cause and consent searches
are significant in virtually every patrol zone, regardless of whether the zone is a “high crime” or “low crime”
area (See Appendix 2). In sum, black and Hispanic drivers are subjected to consent searches at more than
twice the rate of white drivers.

Finding #7: Discretionary searches of white drivers result in the discovery of incriminating
evidence more often than discretionary searches of black and Hispanic drivers
MNPD’s probable cause and consent searches are more likely to yield incriminating evidence when the driver
is white than when the driver is black or Hispanic, which indicates that officers are more inclined to conduct
searches of black and Hispanic drivers. While probable cause searches of white drivers have become more
accurate in yielding incriminating evidence over the past five years, the accuracy rate for searches of black
drivers has remained largely static. As a result, the white-black disparity in probable cause search accuracy
has grown over the past five years, from a 5% difference in 2011 to almost 15% in 2015. Consent search data
also shows that the successful search rate for white drivers is substantially higher than the successful search
rate for black and Hispanic drivers. These gaps are noteworthy, with success rates against white drivers at
around 15%, black drivers 10%, and Hispanic drivers only 5%. Additionally, the success rate for consent
searches is extremely low across the board, even against whites. Thus, the vast majority of consent searches
are essentially “fishing expeditions,” resulting in the shakedown of innocent people. The likeliest outcome of
any search is that it fails, which occurs in 80% of all searches, and in 88% of consent searches.

Finding #8: Nearly 80% of all MNPD traffic stops in 2015 resulted in a warning, and in traffic
stops including a search of the vehicle or driver, between one-third and half resulted in a
warning, which means hundreds of thousands of drivers—a disproportionate number of whom
are black—are being stopped unnecessarily
The most common outcome from a traffic stop in Nashville is a warning. In 2015, 79.1% of traffic stops ended
with a warning while 14.9% ended with a traffic ticket, 5.7% ended with a state citation, and 1.6% ended with
an arrest. Traffic tickets refer to citations given for traffic ordinance (i.e. speeding or running a red light) while
a state citation is a criminal charge (i.e. drug possession or driving without a license). In terms of the racial
distribution of stop outcomes, MNPD arrests and gives warnings and state citations to black drivers at rates
disproportionately higher than white drivers. Despite representing 27.8% of the driving age population in
2015, black drivers represent 40-56% of warnings, state citations, and arrests. Additionally, Hispanic drivers
are 8.4 times more likely, and black drivers are 3.1 times more likely, than white drivers to receive a state
citation when stopped.
Between 2002 and 2015, as the total rate of traffic stops began rising, the proportion of stops leading to a
warning increased as traffic stop practices shifted toward stopping individuals for more minor violations. While
this reduction in citations may seem on one level like a diminishment in police interventions, this shift toward
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increased warnings indicates an increase in pointless stops and searches of Nashville drivers. As discussed
in Findings 10-12, many of our interviewees said that stops for minor, petty violations are experienced as
forms of harassment, especially for black drivers who are stopped and searched at disproportionate rates
compared to white drivers.

Finding #9: MNPD’s Operation Safer Streets (OSS) program has resulted in more than 58,000
vehicle stops and 11,000 arrests, the vast majority of which are concentrated in communities of
color, with more than 80% of those stops yielding no evidence that warranted arrest. More than
90% of OSS arrests were for misdemeanors, often for possession of small amounts of marijuana.
Civil rights groups in Nashville have decried the Operation Safer Streets program as disproportionately
targeting black, immigrant, and low-income neighborhoods. Between January 2012 and September 27,
2016, OSS activities resulted in 58,553 traffic stops and 11,253 arrests. While OSS stops represent a small
fraction of total traffic stops in Nashville—around 3% of stops annually—the fact that OSS stops occur
only on weekends and are concentrated in a small number of neighborhoods indicates that the effects of
OSS are disproportionately distributed. While just 30% of Census Block Groups in Nashville are majority
nonwhite, 60% of OSS activities occurred in majority nonwhite areas, and one-quarter occurred in areas
that were more than 90% nonwhite. Overall, 80.8 percent of stops (or a total of 47,280) that occurred
as part of OSS do not lead to arrest. Furthermore, arrests are overwhelmingly for misdemeanors: in
2015, felony charges accounted for less than 9% of arrests. Many arrests are for petty drug crimes, and
weekly press releases often note seizing a total of only a few grams of marijuana. In sum, OSS represents
the worst excesses of hyper-policing predominantly black, Hispanic, and low-income neighborhoods,
targeting alleged offenses as part of a drug war that has been widely identified as a costly, communitydecimating failure.

Finding #10: MNPD officers often use intimidation tactics to coerce black drivers into complying
during traffic stops. Officer aggression often intensifies when drivers “know their rights” and
refuse to comply with unconstitutional or otherwise illegal requests by officers.
Our interviews with 22 black drivers suggest that Nashville police officers quickly resort to intimidation
using a variety of verbal and non-verbal tactics in an effort to exert their authority and garner compliance.
Intimidation tactics ranged from officers approaching the car window with their hands on their guns or
handcuffs, to threatening to break a window or bring police dogs to the scene, to pointing a gun at the
driver, even when the driver did not pose any immediate threat to the officer. In many cases, officer
displays of aggression started or intensified when community members asserted their rights, which
indicates officers’ displeasure at having their authority questioned in any way. The community members
we interviewed overwhelmingly perceived officers as bastions of potential or actual force. Interviewees
reported that officers often hinted at their prowess and their willingness to produce undesirable
outcomes, effect arrest, or wield force through intimidating verbal and non-verbal displays. Some of
these intimidating displays were symbolic reminders of officer power. As 49-nine-year-old Nashville
resident Michael Harris said, “If you could see some of the looks and expressions on their faces, they
just kind of look like, ‘I can do this and there’s nothing you can do about it. I got the badge and you ain’t
got one.’ I don’t know if it’s through their training or they feel they have to be aggressive, but they just
come off in the wrong tone, wrong vibe.”
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Finding #11: Interactions with MNPD officers during traffic stops leave many black drivers
feeling fearful, angry, anxious, dehumanized, and traumatized. As a result, black drivers often
resort to strategies of safety and preparedness that might increase their chances of surviving
an interaction with an officer.
When asked how interactions with Metro officers made them feel, the black drivers we interviewed expressed
feeling fearful, anxious, angry, victimized, violated, traumatized, disrespected, and dehumanized. These
feelings, our interviewees said, derive both from past experiences with MNPD and from broader national
social and political conditions, namely police killings of young black men. As 70-year-old KHAOS Thomas,
a Vietnam veteran, said, “It’s dehumanizing. I never thought I’d say this, but I think one of my greatest fears
nowadays is a traffic stop. Broken taillight can result in you losing your life.” In response to these feelings of
fear and in an effort to remain safe and keep officer aggression from escalating during traffic stops, the black
community members we interviewed developed “safety strategies” such as announcing their movements,
maintaining a calm demeanor, and keeping a “safe” distance as much as possible during traffic stops to
signal to the officer that they were willing to comply and that they did not pose a threat. In short, according
to our interviewees, experiences with Metro police often result in traumatizing experiences of fear for one’s
safety and the safety of one’s family and friends, which leads black drivers to go to extra lengths to ensure
they survive a basic traffic stop.

Finding #12: Given their combined experiences of MNPD’s hyper-vigilance against black drivers
on the basis of petty offenses, on the one hand, and reported experiences of MNPD’s relative
unresponsiveness to actual emergencies, on the other, black residents question the idea that
police officers actually “serve and protect” them.
The stories of our interviewees show that driving while black in Nashville often means fearing for one’s life
at the hands of those whose stated mission is to “serve and protect.” For many black drivers, this means a
double awareness of the fact that one is a “target” just by being a black person in America and that if one
is in actual danger, police are often slow to respond. As 34-year-old Louie put it, “[W]hen I need you for a
real emergency, it take you too long ‘cause I’m black. But if anything else jumps off, you right there.” In sum,
given that black Nashville residents experience unwanted attention from MNPD officers through excessive
traffic stops, and given the fact that those same residents experience MNPD as generally unresponsive to
real moments of crisis, many of our interviewees suggested that Metro police do not actually serve and
protect them in any meaningful way. In addition to this observation, interviewees argued that the best
way to respond to community violence and unlawful activity is not with increased police presence. Rather,
interviewees suggested that the key to creating safer, healthier communities is real economic investment in
the communities that need funds the most.
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V. DEMANDS
V. DEMANDS
In light of our quantitative and qualitative research findings that demonstrate clear racial profiling in the
traffic stop and search practices of the Metro Nashville Police Department, we offer the following institutional
and policy level recommendations.

1. End broken windows, zero tolerance, and quality of life policing
Broken windows, zero tolerance, and quality of life policing are each different versions of the same policing
philosophy that is premised on the idea that, if police target low-level and petty offenses, the result will be a
reduction in more serious forms of crime. NYPD’s famous and now unconstitutional stop-and-frisk approach
to policing is a classic example. Members of MNPD leadership have stated publicly in recent years that their
department operates on the basis of broken windows policing, which can be seen in the severe stop and
search disparities along race and class lines presented in this report. Rather than make communities safer,
studies have shown that broken windows policing results in a disparate and life-altering impact upon lowincome communities and communities of color and has no impact on crime rates. Figure 13.1 below, which
draws its numbers from FBI Uniform Crime Reports, shows that, despite stopping hundreds of thousands of
more drivers every year, Nashville does not have lower crime rates than comparable cities.

Ending broken windows policing in Nashville would mean an institutional level shift away from its heavy
traffic stop regime that includes fishing, issuing citations, and making arrests for low-level, petty offenses in
predominantly low-income, black, and Hispanic neighborhoods. Such a shift also depends upon a complete
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reorienting of what constitutes “success” according to MNPD. Currently, as the department’s Compstat
records show, institutional and precinct-level success is defined according to higher rates of arrest, while
fewer arrests indicates failure. We recommend that the Mayor’s Office and Metro Council consider concrete
mechanisms that would shift MNPD’s institutional level approach away from broken windows policing and
the subsequent disproportionate criminalization of black, Hispanic, and poor communities, away from
a “Compstat” logic that defines success according to higher arrest rates, and toward community-defined
criteria of community wellbeing.
Finally, ending broken windows policing would mean drastically reducing the highly excessive number of stops
MNPD conducts every year (see Finding 1 of this report) and rebalancing the deployment of patrol officers to
reduce the over-policing of predominantly low-income, black, and Hispanic communities. As it presently stands,
it is easy for wealthy white residents to ignore the costs of broken windows and zero tolerance policing because
they do not bear its costs. Meanwhile, the over-deployment of patrols to communities of color means that fewer
officers are available to other areas for the maintenance of traffic safety and the deterrence of actual crime.

2. End Operation Safer Streets
As Finding 9 in this report shows, groups like Black Lives Matter Nashville and others have been right to critique
Operation Safer Streets (OSS). Contrary to its name, OSS does not make communities “safer.” Instead, despite the
fact that drug use is widely known to be equal among racial groups, and despite the fact that we now know that the
drug war is a failed, community-decimating endeavor, OSS targets predominantly low-income communities and
communities of color every weekend, making enormous numbers of stops and searches of innocent residents,
and yielding insignificant amounts of incriminating evidence. OSS is a prime example of the discriminatory impact
of institutional level broken windows style prioritization of police resources. To that end, we join Black Lives Matter
Nashville and others in calling for an end to Operation Safer Streets. We call for an institutionalized recognition of
the drug trade as a crisis of historical economic disinvestment, institutionalized racism, lack of access to resources,
and the quest for survival, and drug use as a similar matter of survival and public health. We recommend that the
Mayor’s Office and Metro Council utilize this report—an elaboration of voices that have preceded it—in further
investigating OSS’s discriminatory impact in order to bring about its end.

3. Divest from excessive policing & invest in our communities & children
We join the chorus of scholars, policymakers, organizers, and activists across the United States who know
that the root of actual harm and violence in our communities is not criminality but lack of access to resources
that is the result of centuries of systematic economic disinvestment. As such, we believe that, in the long term,
the answer to violent crime is not heavier, more militarized police presence and surveillance, but increased
investment and opportunities that address the root causes of crime by creating increased access to quality
employment, housing, healthcare, education, public transportation, infrastructure, food, and recreation. We
call for a shift away from increased economic investment in policing and incarceration that builds bigger and
stronger police forces and bigger jails and prisons. We call instead for a shift toward spending on resources
that address the root causes of crime and harm by building access to the resources needed to not just survive
but thrive. This includes an increase in funding for local organizations working on the front lines to confront
youth violence and restorative justice diversion programs in coordination with Metro courts. Instead of
answering the crises of neighborhood violence and crime with increased police presence, we call for enabling
and funding the leadership of key community members who are more equipped than police are to respond
to neighborhood violence and help build safer communities. Wide-scale decriminalization will need to come
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with economic programs and community projects.
In order to disrupt the school-to-prison pipeline, Nashville must invest in its youth. This means investment
in the city’s most vulnerable population: our kids. Many community members in this report have voiced the
lack of access to resources for youth. Our kids are willing to learn, and they are yearning to be successful.
To support their potential, the city must fund community centers, community programs, scholarships, and
provide opportunities for employment. We must end the practice of juvenile detention. We must end the
practice of charging youth as adults and throwing our kids into the revolving doors of the criminal injustice
system. We must listen to and value our children.

4. Institute a civilian oversight/review board
The MNPD Office of Professional Accountability is the office that currently handles all formal complaints made
against Metro police officers. According to records obtained from MNPD, between 2005 and 2015, citizens filed
6,846 formal officer complaints. However, officers were only suspended in 308 cases (4.5%) and terminated in
only four (.1%). Civilian Oversight Boards or Civilian Review Boards are mechanisms for ensuring democratic,
community input into matters of police accountability. Echoing the call of front lines organizers, activists, and
policymakers across the country, and in Nashville, we call for the institution of a Civilian Oversight Board in
Metro Nashville with subpoena power. We call for a board member appointment process that is also controlled
by community members, and that excludes current or former police officers from eligibility.

5. Institute racial impact tools
Racial impact tools are used to show the impact of laws, policies, and rules on communities of color. These
tools have been shown to be particularly useful in jurisdictions with offices that focus on racial equity. In
implementing racial impact tools, it is crucial that officials in positions of power (city, state, and federal
officials) work with community organizations that work with those racial and ethnic groups who are most
impacted. This process must involve community participation at all stages. Examples of steps include:
constructing a common language, assessing racial impact, and crafting remedies for racially unjust polices.
Although data will be an important component in determining racial impact, policies must also place value
on the lived experiences that community members share. There must be value placed on qualitative data as
well as quantitative, because communities of color are the experts of their own experiences. And it is the duty
of those in power to listen to the communities they represent.

6. End the use of consent searches and pat down searches during random
traffic stops
MNPD has a track record of gross racial and ethnic disparities in its use of consent and pat down searches (see
Findings 6 and 7). The vast majority of MNPD’s consent and pat down searches are against innocent civilians
who have no contraband or weapons: 95 out of 100 Hispanic/Latino drivers subjected to consent searches
are innocent, 90 out of 100 black drivers subjected to consent searches are innocent, and 85 out of 100 white
drivers subjected to consent searches are innocent. In the rare event that a pat down or consent search does
succeed, the contraband discovered is almost always marijuana or other drugs and is not a weapon. For
these reasons, we demand the end of MNPD’s use of consent and pat down searches during random traffic
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stops, and we call upon the Metro Council to draft legislation instituting their eradication.

7. Radically overhaul MNPD’s Traffic Stop Training Program
We demand an end to MNPD Officer Training’s emphasis on the use of traffic stops as a pretext to gain
entry into people’s cars. Instead, train officers to focus on actual traffic enforcement and bona fide moving
violations rather than using traffic stops as a pretext to conduct searches and make arrests (see Section II
of this report). Instill a philosophy of interacting with civilians on the basis of “Give Respect to Get Respect”
rather than “Intimidate and Dominate.” End any and all training that gives the explicit or implicit message
that it is appropriate for officers to use trickery, deceit, or “gotcha” gamesmanship in order to circumvent
people’s rights.
The current Traffic Stop Lesson Plan teaches officers that after making the “cite or release” decision they
should tell people that they are free to go but then immediately ask “Can I ask you a question?” Officers are
supposed to then “get a ‘yes,’” after which they are supposed to try to gain consent to search the person’s car.
The Lesson explicitly endorses the “Can I ask you a question?” tactic as a way to keep people from leaving
while ostensibly converting the stop from a forced detention to a consensual encounter. The purpose of
this tactic is to make a showing of technical compliance with the Fourth Amendment while advancing the
goal of searching people’s cars. This practice is fundamentally dishonest, and MNPD must immediately stop
promoting this type of practice, which leads to the disparities covered in Findings 6 and 7 of this report.
Provide actual statistical data regarding the potential dangers officers face during traffic stops. Presently,
MNPD’s traffic stop training focuses on instilling fear with references like the Mark Chesnut story and the “You
never know if you’re stopping grandma or a felon” line. No MNPD officer has been killed by gunfire during a
traffic stop since 1991, and MNPD has conducted over 2 million traffic stops since Mark Chesnut was shot
without another officer shooting. According to the FBI, in 2013, only five officers in the entire country were
injured by a weapon while conducting a traffic stop, even though law enforcement conducts many millions
of traffic stops per year in the U.S. Thus, the reality is that the odds of an individual officer being shot during
a traffic stop are extremely low, and traffic stop training should reflect this reality.

8. Equip all MNPD patrol cars and undercover cruisers with audiovisual
recording devices
MNPD should equip all patrol cars and undercover cruisers with audiovisual recording devices that
automatically turn on when a traffic stop is initiated, and all officers with body microphones. Cameras and
microphones would deter violence, protect civilians from false allegations, and provide prosecution evidence
when officers engage in misconduct. Many neighboring Tennessee counties that are much less affluent than
Nashville already have this equipment. All traffic stops must be recorded and stored for review.

9. Reject police militarization
We are demanding that there be an end to militarization of the police force. While Metro government recently
invested $1 million into militarized police equipment, police should not become an occupying, violent force
in our city. In August 2014, during the Ferguson meeting hosted by Bishop Joseph Walker, Chief Anderson
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promised that Nashville would not invest in militarized equipment and that the equipment Metro had at
the time was strictly for “acts of terrorism.” During this event, before hundreds of people, Chief Anderson
acknowledged that departments should not rely on military equipment and tactics to police everyday
problems, deal with peaceful protests, or to police Nashville residents in general. Metro Nashville government
should reject the transfer of military equipment into our local police department. In order for Metro Nashville
Police Department to truly protect and serve the Nashville community, it cannot be armed. An armed police
department is one that already views community members as enemy combatants.

10. Improve MNPD transparency and accountability
MNPD should ensure that raw data and aggregate summary statistics are properly collected, accurate, and
made publicly available. Incident reports and other documentation related to suspected police brutality and
racial profiling should be easily accessible to community members and researchers. In addition to internal
analyses by the Crime Analysis Section, independent statistical consultants should be utilized regularly
to track progress toward eliminating disparities and providing more equitable policing. Annual reports on
traffic stops should, in addition to the current grid method of geolocating stops, utilize census block groups
as geographic areas that can be reproducibly linked to demographic data. Finally, similar to the recent
collaboration with the Center for Data Science and Public Policy aiming to intervene on officers that are likely
to use excessive force, data analytic and machine learning tools should be utilized to reduce officer-level
racial disparities in traffic stops made, searches conducted, and traffic stop outcomes.

11. Employ restorative justice as a foundational principle
All police policy decisions must be made based on a deep commitment to the philosophy of Restorative
Justice. We must invest in community based preventative measures that are restorative, that nurture and
honor the needs of victims, and that offer pre-arrest options of accountability within the community where
harm is caused. For instance, there must be provision of the following resources: community-based sexual
assault and domestic violence centers, community-based pre-arrest juvenile diversion, and communitybased circle keepers where police don’t have to be called. Having police officers present in circles can disrupt
the safe space and created a negative power differential. To further the idea of restorative justice, we demand
that there be concrete fiscal support for pre-arrest diversion programs. Nashville must support the creation
and funding of pre-arrest alternative to courts and jails. There must be a presence of unarmed, trained and
restorative community members walking through neighborhoods, building relationships, and assisting
fellow community members in resolving conflict and repairing harm. Communities will have tools to engage
each other when harm is caused. At the least, the city should fund emergency responders.
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